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Abstract—In this paper, the characteristics of three different types
of high impedance surfaces (HIS) to be used as ground planes for low
profile wire antennas are investigated and compared: a mushroom-like
surface, which is the classical example of HIS with connecting vias,
and two surfaces with no vias, one of which is anisotropic. Both
the simulation results and the measurements verify that the high
impedance behaviour is successfully accomplished around the resonant
frequency. In order to complete the study, return loss and radiation
pattern of a horizontal dipole placed above the surfaces are analyzed.

1. INTRODUCTION
Artificial electromagnetic materials, also known as metamaterials,
are periodic electromagnetic structures with properties impossible
to find in natural materials.
Such properties, led to a wide
range of applications in the electromagnetism field. Remarkable
metamaterial structures are, for example, double negative (DNG) [1, 2],
electromagnetic band gap (EBG) structures [3], double zero
metamaterials (DZR) [4] or zero-index (ZIM) and near-zero-index
(NZIM) metamaterials [5].
When working with metamaterials, the reflected electric field
phase, or simply reflection phase, is of special interest because it is
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the way to distinguish perfect electric conductors (PEC) from perfect
magnetic conductors (PMC). When a plane wave normally illuminates
a PEC surface, the phase of the reflected field at its surface is 180◦ .
If this occurs with a PMC surface, such phase will be 0◦ . When
working with surfaces with a reflection phase equal or near 0◦ , it is
common to talk about artificial magnetic conductor (AMC), instead
of PMC, as pure PMC surfaces cannot be found in nature. Another
interesting characteristic of metamaterials is that some of them have
a forbidden frequency band, usually known as electromagnetic band
gap (EBG), in which no surface wave can propagate along the surface.
High impedance surfaces may show the two interesting behaviours just
mentioned: AMC and EBG. Moreover, depending on the geometry
of the unit cell used to implement the surface, both behaviours may
appear in the same frequency range [6, 7].
AMC behaviour occurs because HIS have very high impedance in
a specific frequency range, range in which the tangential component
of the electric field is small. For this reason, these surfaces reflect
the incident waves with a phase equal or near 0◦ . In practice, the
reflection phase of HIS varies continuously from 180◦ to −180◦ versus
frequency, and takes zero value just at one frequency. This fact is
fundamental when considering low profile wire antenna design, as the
parallel image currents appear in-phase, rather than out-of-phase, and
so, efficient radiation for antennas placed parallel and close to the
surface is possible [8]. Different experimental ways of characterizing
the AMC behaviour can be considered [9, 10].
On the other hand, due to the special periodic structure of HIS,
they show an effective EBG for surface-wave propagation, which can be
useful to improve antenna radiation patterns [11–13]. When avoided
the surface waves, there is an absence of multipath and radiation
patterns are smoother.
The different topologies that can be considered when implementing HIS, share the same basic structure. Such structure is periodically repeated and basically consists of a metallization printed on a
grounded dielectric slab. The presence or absence of metallic vias to
connect the metallization to the ground also depends on the specific
topology. Considering both the influence of the type of metallization
and the fundamental role of the via for tailoring the AMC and EBG
behaviour, the three surfaces that have been chosen to be studied are
the mushroom-like surface, which is the classical example of HIS with
connecting vias, the ring metallization HIS, with no via, and the open
ring metallization HIS, which has no via either and is anisotropic. Unlike the ring-shaped metallization structures, the reference structure
(mushroom-like), has been extensively studied in literature (see Fig-
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(b)
(a)
Figure 1. Mushroom-like surface. (a) Top view and (b) side view.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2. (a) Mushroom-like cell, (b) ring metallization cell and (c)
open ring metallization cell.
ure 1) [14, 15]. For this reason, special attention has been paid when
studying the behaviour of both the ring and open ring metallization
structures.
2. UNIT CELL DESIGN
Considering the usefulness of HIS as ground planes, and with the aim of
obtaining design guidelines, it is necessary to characterize such surfaces
by performing parametric studies of the unit cell.
2.1. AMC Behaviour Analysis
According to the introduction, three different surfaces are going
to be analysed: mushroom-like, ring metallization and open ring
metallization HIS. The unit cells that correspond to each of them
are shown in Figure 2, being the design parameters of the cells:
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metallization width (W ), gap width (g), substrate permittivity (εr )
substrate thickness (h), ring width (a) and open sector size (α). The
starting design parameters, using the free space wavelength at 2 GHz as
a reference length and fixing the unit cell size (period), are as follows:
W = 0.17λ2 GHz , g = 0.013λ2 GHz , εr = 2.2, h = 0.025λ2 GHz ,
r = 0.0017λ2 GHz , a = 0.007λ2 GHz , α = 5◦
(1)
In order to determine the AMC behaviour of the different unit
cells, a normally incident plane wave is considered. The reflection
phase is then measured.
Figure 3 shows the reflection phase of the three different unit
cells. As expected, mushroom-like and ring metallization structures,
both of them symmetric, have the same reflection phase for x and
y polarizations. This is not the same in the case of the open ring
metallization structure, in which the reflection phase behaviour varies
considerably depending on the polarization due to its asymmetry.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3. Reflection phase of the three different unit cell geometries.
(a) Incident wave x-polarized and (b) incident wave y-polarized.
Another significant point to notice is that, according to the results
obtained when the incident wave is x-polarized (Figure 3(a)), the most
compact structure is the mushroom-like one, because, having the same
dimensions as the other ones, its AMC behaviour is reached at a lower
frequency. This is equivalent to say that for the same frequency value,
its size is the smallest. This behaviour is essentially due to the high
capacitance between the periodic metallic patches. The effect of the
vias in this case is negligible, and the same reflection phase is obtained
in the cases with and without vias, as already demonstrated in [6, 16].
Regarding the ring-shaped metallization structures, the open ring cell
is more compact than the ring one (see Figure 3(b)).
In order to choose which structure is the most appropriate to
implement a ground plane for low profile wire antennas, it will be
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necessary to determine the antenna characteristics (return losses and
radiation diagram) in each case.
2.2. Unit Cell Parametric Study
Apart from the metallization shape, the reflection phase in the
case of AMC surfaces is basically determined by four parameters
(see Figure 2): metallization width (W ), gap width (g), substrate
permittivity (εr ) and substrate thickness (h); or five, including ring
width (a), when working with ring-shaped metallization unit cells.
In order to perform the parametric study of the different unit cells,
a normally incident plane wave is considered. The reflection phase is
then measured while varying the value of the different parameters.
To analyse the AMC behaviour of the three structures considering
the influence of the cell main parameters, the frequency at which the
reflection phase is zero has to be analyzed. Figure 4 shows the zeroreflection-phase frequency values obtained when varying the structures
main parameters.

Figure 4. Frequency value when reflection phase is zero vs. HIS
characteristic parameters. Values of g, h, W and εr correspond to
mushroom-like cell, but the behaviour is the same in the cases of
both ring-shaped cells. Values of ring width, a, correspond to the
ring metallization cell, but are also valid in the case of the open ring
cell.
It is also important to notice that, apart from the four/five main
parameters, there are other minor parameters to consider, as vias
radius (r) and position in the case of the mushroom-like cell, and
open sector size (α) in the case of the open ring metallization unit
cell. The influence of these parameters has been checked not to be
very determining as the variation in all cases is quite linear and plane.
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According to the results, the frequency variation is decreasing for
all parameters except the gap width. This means that the frequency in
which the reflection phase is 0◦ , increases when all parameters, except
the gap, decrease.
The variation of frequency versus gap width, substrate permittivity and ring width is almost linear, being the slope quite small. On the
contrary, variation versus metallization width and substrate thickness
is quadratic, and the frequency range is quite bigger. This information
indicates that metallization width and substrate thickness are the parameters that most affect the frequency value in which the reflection
phase is zero. Nevertheless, being the variation quadratic, when the
value of such parameters is small, the frequency variation is quite big,
but once reached certain value, it hardly changes. This way, it has
no sense to increase the value of both parameters as much as desired,
because no effect will be noticed.
3. HI GROUND PLANES CHARACTERIZATION
To completely characterize the three ground planes we are going to
work with, both AMC and EBG behaviour will be analyzed. As
previously commented, depending on the geometry of the unit cell
used to implement the high impedance surface, both behaviours may
appear in the same frequency range.
Figure 2 shows the geometry of the three different unit cells,
where the spacing between them, g, was determined as 2 mm. All
metallizations are printed on a polyethylene substrate with dielectric
constant of 2.2, loss tangent of 0.0004 and thickness of 0.033λ2GHz
(5 mm). The radius of the metallic via of the mushroom is r =
0.0017λ2GHz = 0.25 mm and, in the case of the rings, a = 0.013λ2GHz =
2 mm and α = 10◦ . Only the width (period of the unit cell) is
different in all cases, so that the frequency in which the reflection
phases for all three cases are 0◦ can be fixed to the same value.
Using a simulation tool (CST Microwave Studio) all surfaces have been
designed to include in-phase reflection on their surfaces for a normally
incident plane wave at 2 GHz. In order to fix the resonant frequency
to 2 GHz, the metallization width in each case must be, respectively,
0.133λ2GHz , 0.193λ2GHz and 0.14λ2GHz (20, 29 and 21 mm). This result
indicates that the most compact structure is the mushroom-like one, as
previously mentioned. Once known the size of each basic structure, the
number of cells per dimension needed to implement each ground plane
must be decided. In this case, to make the dimensions of all planes as
similar as possible, and in order to avoid excessively big ground planes,
N = 8, 5 and 7 has been respectively chosen.
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Figure 5. Simulated reflection phase of the HIS-based ground planes.
Once the ground planes are completely designed, AMC and
EBG behaviours can be analysed. In order to characterize the
AMC behaviour, the reflection phase of the three planes is studied
(see Figure 5). According to the results shown in Figure 5, for a
frequency value of 2 GHz, in-phase reflection is observed in all cases.
Furthermore, variation with frequency is faster in the case of the rings.
Regarding the EBG behaviour, it has been proved, via simulation of
the dispersion diagrams, that the mushroom-like plane shows a very
noticeable EBG in the 1.5–2.4 GHz frequency band. In this case, both
the AMC and the EBG behaviour occur in the same frequency range,
something very positive taking into account that at 2 GHz, apart from
the fact that in-phase reflection exists, surface waves suppression is
achieved. The presence of vias is the determinant fact for this to occur.
In the case of the ring-shaped metallization planes, no EBG behaviour
is observed.
4. HORIZONTAL DIPOLE OVER HI GROUND PLANE
Normally, when above a conventional metallic ground plane, horizontal
wire antennas radiate very poorly as the image currents appear outof-phase, rather than in-phase and cancel the currents in the antenna.
This situation improves when using a HIS as a ground plane. The
horizontal dipole has been analyzed in order to confirm this fact.
When designing an antenna in conjunction with a HIS, it
must be taken into account that both elements must be designed
simultaneously, as a single antenna structure. The design methodology
consists of three basic steps. First of all, as explained in detail in
Sections 2 and 3, the unit cell and plane are designed in order to set the
resonant frequency to the desired value, 2 GHz in this case. Secondly,
a reference half-wave dipole is located at a fixed height. Normally,
heights between 2 and 10 mm make the structure work correctly,
although it is more complicated to obtain good return loss when
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Table 1. High impedance ground plane dimensions† .
Metallization

Width

Mushroom

0.113λ2GHz = 17.06 mm

Ring

0.211λ2GHz = 31.6 mm

Open Ring

0.13λ2GHz = 19.5 mm

Table 2. Horizontal dipole dimensions.
Metallization

Length

Height

Mushroom

0.50λ2GHz = 75 mm

0.047λ2GHz = 7 mm

Ring

0.40λ2GHz = 60 mm

0.047λ2GHz = 7 mm

Open Ring

0.60λ2GHz = 90 mm

0.047λ2GHz = 7 mm

working in the interval edges. Finally, by gradually varying the dipole
length, the optimal size of the antenna is calculated via simulation tool
(CST Microwave Studio). Considering the high influence the antenna
has in the HIS behaviour, it can happen that the desired resonant
frequency is not obtained by only varying the dipole length. In this
case, the unit cell metallization size (W ), which is the most influential
parameter according to Section 2.2 results, is readjusted considering
that in order to increase the frequency, W must decrease, and viceversa.
The definitive dimensions of both the HIS metallization and the
horizontal dipole in all three cases under study are shown in Tables 1
and 2 respectively.
Once defined both the ground planes and the horizontal dipoles,
return loss and radiation pattern in all cases must be analysed.
4.1. Mushroom-like Ground Plane (8 × 8 Unit Cells)
The first structure to be studied is the one made of a horizontal dipole
over a mushroom-like HIS (see Figure 6).
First, the simulated return loss will be analysed, comparing the
result with the cases with PEC ground plane and no ground plane (see
Figure 7(a)).
As expected, when the horizontal dipole is over a PEC ground
plane, due to image theory, it is not matched. On the contrary, when
the dipole is in free space, with no ground plane, return loss is quite
good. A priori, this can be considered a great advantage; however,
there are applications in which a ground plane is compulsory. It is
precisely in these cases that the HIS based ground plane is needed,
†

Parameters different from width remain the same as stated in Section 3.
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(b)
(a)
Figure 6. Horizontal dipole over mushroom-like HIS. (a) Top view
and (b) side view.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7. (a) Return loss (|S11 |) of the horizontal dipole when situated
over the mushroom-like HIS. (b) Reflection phase of the mushroom-like
HIS.
specially, if low profile is required. Minimum return loss of −16 dB is
achieved by the horizontal dipole over the mushroom-like HIS, so it
can be considered that this type of artificial ground plane is a good
alternative to be used with low profile wire antennas. The −10 dBreturn-loss bandwidth is 3%, which is clearly narrow band. This
value is considerably smaller than the 13.25% of −10 dB-return-loss
bandwidth that has the dipole in free space. Another significant point
to notice is that the resonant frequency of the dipole belongs to the
frequency band in which the mushroom-like HIS shows EBG behaviour
(1.5 to 2.4 GHz, according to the results in Section 3). Due to this
fact, as the energy loss associated to the surface waves decreases, the
radiation efficiency would be higher.
Figure 7(b) shows the reflection phase of the mushroom-like HIS
when considering the metallization size readjustment after designing
the antenna in conjunction with the plane. The better return loss of
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the horizontal dipole is obtained when the reflection phase is 127◦ .
Consistent with the results in [17], the mushroom-like HIS requires a
reflection phase in the range of 90◦ ± 45◦ for a low profile wire antenna
to obtain a good return loss.
Radiation patterns of the horizontal dipole over the mushroomlike ground plane are presented in Figure 8 for different frequency
values. The reason why several frequencies have been represented is to
illustrate the radiation pattern properties over a wide bandwidth.
As it can be seen, the radiation patterns obtained are quite
different than those associated to the horizontal dipole over a PEC
ground plane, which have peak directivity normal to the ground plane.
As previously commented, when designing an antenna in conjunction
with a HIS, it must be taken into account that both elements must be
designed simultaneously, as a single antenna structure. Such structure
has a characteristic radiation pattern, clearly affected by the strong
interaction between the dipole and the HIS due to their close proximity.

f =1.875 GHz

f =1.981 GHz

f =2 GHz (resonant freq.)

f =2.087 GHz

f =2.137 GHz

f =2.237 GHz

Figure 8. Radiation pattern of the horizontal dipole when situated
over the mushroom-like HIS (8 × 8 cells).
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In this specific case, such strong coupling makes radiation patterns be
quite degraded. One clear example of this is the radiation pattern at
the resonant frequency (f = 2 GHz), in which the maximum radiation
spreads from the broadside pointing direction towards the corners of
the ground plane. This radiation in the corners seems to be generated
within the HIS, as a surface-wave mode, and it is quite damaging
because it highly increases the back radiation.
4.2. Ring Metallization Ground Plane (5 × 5 Unit Cells)
In the case of the horizontal dipole over the ring metallization HIS (see
Figure 9), the same analysis process will be followed.
Figure 10(a) shows the return loss in the three cases under study,
though we will focus on the artificial plane. When the horizontal

(b)
(a)
Figure 9. Horizontal dipole over ring metallization HIS. (a) Top view
and (b) side view.

(a)

(b)

Figure 10. (a) Return loss (|S11 |) of the horizontal dipole when
situated over the ring metallization HIS. (b) Reflection phase of the
ring metallization HIS.
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f = 1.875 GHz

f = 2 GHz (resonant freq.)

f = 2.125 GHz

f = 1.955 GHz

f = 2.075 GHz

f = 2.225 GHz

Figure 11. Radiation pattern of the horizontal dipole when situated
over the ring metallization HIS (5 × 5 cells).
dipole is over the ring metallization HIS, the return loss is −20 dB,
which is quite a good value. The −10 dB-return-loss bandwidth is
7%, which can be considered narrow band, but less than in the case
of the mushroom-type. The reflection phase of the redesigned ring
metallization HIS, shown in Figure 10(b), must be −112◦ in order to
obtain a good return loss of the antenna. This criterion differs from
that of the mushroom-like HIS. However, analogously to the mushroom
case, it can be considered that the ring metallization HIS requires
a reflection phase in the range of −90◦ ± 45◦ for a low profile wire
antenna to obtain a good return loss. This will be clearly observed
when analysing the radiation pattern.
When analysing the radiation pattern behaviour, it is necessary to
keep in mind that the frequency range associated to the useful reflection
phase range (−90◦ ± 45◦ ), is between 1.93 GHz and 2.1 GHz. As it can
be seen in Figure 11, all radiation patterns that belong to this frequency
range, are quite shaped, having almost perfect revolution symmetry.
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They have peak directivity normal to the ground plane (broadside
pointing direction) and negligible back radiation. On the contrary,
radiation patterns in a frequency over 2.1 GHz, are quite degraded.
4.3. Open Ring Metallization Ground Plane (7 × 7 Unit Cells)
The last structure to be analysed is the one made of a horizontal dipole
over an open ring metallization artificial ground plane, as represented
in Figure 12.
Unlike the other dipole-HIS structures, the horizontal dipole in
this case is oriented along the y-axis because matching is better than
the one obtained for the dipole when oriented along the x-axis. In

(b)

(a)
Figure 12. Horizontal dipole over open ring metallization HIS. (a)
Top view and (b) side view.

(a)

(b)

Figure 13. (a) Return loss (|S11 |) of the horizontal dipole when
situated over the open ring metallization HIS. (b) Reflection phase
of the open ring metallization HIS.
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f = 1.857 GHz

f = 1.937 GHz

f = 2 GHz (resonant freq.)

f = 2.057 GHz

f = 2.107 GHz

f = 2.207 GHz

Figure 14. Radiation pattern of the y-axis-oriented horizontal dipole
when situated over the open ring metallization HIS (7 × 7 cells).
fact, due to the asymmetry of the structure, different orientations of
the dipole were studied (ϕ = 0◦ , ϕ = 45◦ and ϕ = 90◦ ), being the yaxis orientation the one exhibiting the best performance. Concerning
the design process, it is also important to highlight that, again because
of the unit cells asymmetry, the antenna cannot directly match well, so
it is quite difficult to design the dipole-HIS structure, and even when
finally correctly designed, results are quite poor.
The horizontal dipole, in conjunction with the open ring
metallization HIS, has a minimum return loss of −26.77 dB at a
frequency of 2 GHz; however, the −10 dB-return-loss bandwidth is 1%,
which is quite narrow. The best return loss of the horizontal dipole is
obtained when the reflection phase is 115◦ (see Figure 13). This narrow
bandwidth is not surprising as the open ring metallization structures,
known as well as split ring resonators (SRR), are very narrow band.
When analysing the radiation pattern behaviour, it is easy to
realize how determinant and damaging the asymmetry of the structure
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is. According to the different patterns shown in Figure 14, it is
clear that the behaviour is quite unexpected, as the most well shaped
patterns are obtained at both the lower and upper frequencies of the
band under study.
5. GROUND PLANE SIZE REDUCTION
The aim of this section is to determine the effect of reducing the
HIS dimensions on the horizontal dipole radiation pattern. The
structure chosen to carry out this work is the ring metallization
one, as it has proven to behave better than the others, especially
regarding the radiation pattern. Tables 3 and 4 summarize the
results obtained in the previous section (Section 4). Concerning the
matching, the ring metallization HIS shows the best −10 dB-return-loss
bandwidth and a return loss value more than acceptable. Regarding
the radiation pattern at the resonant frequency, it has revolution
symmetry, negligible back radiation and the best gain value. These
characteristics make the ring metallization HIS the most suitable
structure for analysing the effect of the size reduction.
The reference structure chosen to carry out the analysis has 5
rows and 5 columns of unit cells. To reduce the plane size, the outer
unit cells of the structure are sequentially removed, so that 4 × 4,
Table 3. Dipole-HIS structures — Matching.
HIS metallization

Mushroom-like

Ring

Open ring

Return loss

−16 dB

−20 dB

−26.77 dB

BW−10 dB

3%

7%

1%

Table 4. Dipole-HIS structures — Radiation Pattern (at resonant
frequency).
HIS metallization

Mushroom-like

Ring

Open ring

Pointing direction

Broadside

Broadside

Broadside

Directivity

8.07 dBi

10.6 dBi

9.5 dBi

Tot. efficiency

0.9804

0.9853

0.8953

Gain

7.98 dBi

10.53 dBi

9.02 dBi

Back radiation

High
Max. level
= 0 dBi

Negligible

Medium
Max. level
= −11 dBi

Shape

Degraded

Revolution
symmetry

Degraded
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f = 1.875 GHz

f = 1.955 GHz

f =1.963 GHz

f = 2.075 GHz

f = 2.125 GHz

f = 2.225 GHz

Figure 15. Radiation pattern of the horizontal dipole over the ring
metallization HIS (4 × 4 cells).
3 × 3 and 2 × 2 unit cell planes are obtained. In order to analyse the
plane reduction effect on the horizontal dipole radiation pattern, the
originally designed dipole, of 0.40λ2GHz length and 7 mm height in the
case of the ring metallization HIS, must remain exactly the same in
all cases. Although not determining to this analysis, it is important to
notice that the resonant frequency of the dipole (written in italics in
the following figures) changes in every case due to the different sizes of
the ground plane.
Figures 15, 16 and 17 show the radiation pattern of the horizontal
dipole over the ring metallization HIS, considering 4 × 4, 3 × 3 and
2 × 2 unit cells respectively.
According to the figures, pattern degradation clearly occurs
at upper frequencies, limiting the usable operating bandwidth.
Nevertheless, as more outermost rings of the HIS are removed, less
significant is the pattern degradation, even in the upper frequency
band. This way, the radiation pattern of the smallest HIS (2 × 2
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f = 1.955 GHz

f = 2.038 GHz

f = 2.075 GHz

f = 2.125 GHz

f = 2.225 GHz
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Figure 16. Radiation pattern of the horizontal dipole over the ring
metallization HIS (3 × 3 cells).
unit cells), is quite shaped in all the frequency band under study,
having almost perfect revolution symmetry in all cases. This result
is quite interesting, as the smallest HIS proves to be the more stable
regarding radiation pattern behaviour. Considering the importance of
minimizing the size of the radiating structures in certain applications,
this fact is quite revealing.
There is, however, a negative consequence of decreasing the size of
the artificial ground plane. This is that the return loss of the dipole gets
worse. This way, whereas a return loss around −20 dB is obtained in
the cases of 4×4 and 3×3 unit cells, only −8 dB return loss is obtained
in the 2 × 2 unit cell ground plane. Thereby, though minimizing the
ground plane size is good concerning the radiation pattern behaviour,
it is important not to make the plane so small as to make the dipole
not to be matched.
Also, the polar E-field radiation patterns at the resonant frequency
will be studied in order to determine how determinant is the ground
plane size for the back radiation level. According to Figure 18, the
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f = 1.875 GHz

f = 1.955 GHz

f = 2 GHz

f = 2.075 GHz

f = 2.125 GHz

f = 2.225 GHz

Figure 17. Radiation pattern of the horizontal dipole over the ring
metallization HIS (2 × 2 cells).

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 18. Simulated E-field radiation patterns of the horizontal
dipole over ring metallization HIS. (a) 4 × 4 unit cells, (b) 3 × 3 unit
cells and (c) 2 × 2 unit cells.
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smaller the ground plane, the higher back radiation level. This result
was expected, as smaller ground planes prevent worse radiation to
propagate backwards. In spite of this, it can be considered that quite
acceptable back radiation levels are obtained in the three cases under
study.
Finally, in order to complete the results of this section, a quick
review of the consequences of the ground plane size reduction in the
cases of mushroom-like and open ring metallization HIS will be made.
Although results are not included in this paper, simulations have been
made in order to determine how the radiation pattern is affected
when sequentially removing the outer unit cells of these two different
structures. What has been observed, is that, consistent with the results
of the ring metallization HIS, radiation patterns are less degraded in
the lower and upper frequencies as the number of cells is reduced.
Nevertheless, the improvement is not so noticeable as in the case of
the ring metallization HIS.
6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In order to validate some of the results presented in this paper, all
the HIS-based ground planes described in Section 4 were fabricated.
Nevertheless, because of simplicity reasons, a horizontal monopole,
instead of a horizontal dipole was implemented.
All metallizations are photoengraved on a 35 microns thick copper
sheet. As to make possible the photoengraving process, a kapton
sheet of 25 microns thick and dielectric constant of 3.4 is placed
over a polyethylene substrate with dielectric constant of 2.2 and 5 mm
thickness. The gap size is 2 mm. The mushroom-like HIS is 175.5 mm
long (8 cells of 17.5 mm width plus extra distance to the edges), and
has metallic vias of 0.25 mm radius. The ring metallization HIS is
187 mm long (5 cells of 32 mm width plus extra distance to the edges),
with rings of 2 mm width. Finally, the open ring metallization HIS is
176 mm long (7 cells of 20 mm width plus extra distance to the edges),
with rings of 2 mm width opened an angle of 10◦ . The dimensions of
the horizontal monopole in all three cases under study are shown in
Table 5 and photographs of all horizontal monopole-HIS structures can
be seen in Figure 19.
The simulated and measured return losses (|S11 |) of the three
HIS based ground planes, of both the horizontal dipole and monopole
antennas are plotted in Figure 20.
As it can be observed, the wire antennas on all ground planes are
well matched with return losses below −10 dB, so most of the power
is radiated. The resonant frequency of the simulation is 2 GHz in all
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Table 5. Horizontal monopole dimensions.
Metallization

Length

Height

Mushroom

0.237λ2GHz = 35.5 mm

0.033λ2GHz = 5 mm

Ring

0.17λ2GHz = 25.5 mm

0.027λ2GHz = 4 mm

Open Ring

0.30λ2GHz = 45 mm

0.047λ2GHz = 7 mm

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 19. Horizontal monopole over HIS. (a) Mushroom-like, (b)
ring metallization and (c) open-ring metallization.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 20. Simulated and measured horizontal wire antennas return
losses. (a) Mushroom-like HIS, (b) ring metallization HIS and (c) open
ring metallization HIS.
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cases, practically the same as that of the measurement, with a good
agreement.
7. CONCLUSIONS
Three different types of high impedance surfaces have been investigated
and compared: a mushroom-like HIS, a ring metallization HIS and an
open ring metallization one, which is anisotropic. Many other planar
unit cells can be studied for the same application, as those proposed
in [16, 18] or the Jerusalem Cross. Among all possibilities, these three
were chosen because of their simplicity and representativeness.
Regarding the ground planes characteristics, it has been verified
that the desired behaviour is successfully accomplished in all cases
as demonstrates the fact that a horizontal dipole can be matched
even when extremely close to the ground plane. The horizontal wire
antennas placed above the three HIS are well matched with return
losses below −10 dB and it can be said that they radiate very well in
contrast to those above conventional metal ground planes.
The best results have been obtained for the ring metallization
HIS both in terms of bandwidth and radiation pattern. Also, very
good return loss and gain values have been achieved. The bandwidth
is given by the smooth variation of the reflection phase with the
frequency. Treating the unit cell as a resonator, this means that the
ring cell is less resonating than the other two. Another advantage is
that, in spite of the fact that the ring unit cell is the least compact
of the three, not many cells are necessary to make the antenna be
matched. Furthermore, this structure is the one that provides the best
radiation pattern behaviour, being the rotational symmetry good for
the radiation properties. It is also quite simple and cheap to fabricate
as it is totally planar.
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